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Overview
Food security is, by definition, a multifaceted issue. As such, an analysis of food security requires the consideration of a variety
of evidence, including several commonly collected, survey-based, food security outcome indicators. However, little practical
guidance exists on how analysts should draw overarching conclusions from this type of convergence of evidence approach.
In the absence of such guidance, analysis can be inconsistent, incomplete, and in the worst case, biased toward individual
indicators. Three specific issues need to be addressed.
First, different indicators measure different aspects of acute food insecurity and behave differently in different contexts. 1
As a result, indicators often don’t align. For example, indicator results from an example survey tell somewhat different stories
about the proportion of households likely to be in each IPC Phase (Figure 1). The proportion of households in IPC Phase 4 or
higher suggested by the four indicators presented below ranges from 3 percent to 42 percent. Similarly, one indicator (FCS)
suggests an area classification of Emergency (IPC Phase 4), two indicators (rCSI and HHS) suggest an area classification of
Crisis (IPC Phase 3), and one indicator (Livelihood Coping) suggests an area classification of Stress (IPC Phase 2). In practice,
this makes it very difficult for analysts to implement a convergence of evidence process. Instead, analysts often take an
average of indicator values or base their classification on only one or two indicators. Neither of these approaches is consistent
with IPC protocols and both methods can provide inaccurate results.
Figure 1. Food security outcome indicator results (example)

Source: FEWS NET

Second, when analysts look only at summary results, like those in Figure 1, they are forced to assume that the households
classified in a given Phase by one indicator are the same as the households classified in that Phase by other indicators. For
example, when considering the results in Figure 1 it is likely that many analysts would assume that the 16 percent of
households suggested to be in Emergency (IPC Phase 4) or higher by rCSI (i.e., “Very High Coping”) are the same as the 17
percent of households suggested to be in Emergency (IPC Phase 4) or higher by HHS (i.e., “Severe Hunger”). However, this
assumption would not be accurate. In fact, among households reporting an HHS equivalent to “Severe Hunger” in Figure 1,
only 30 percent also reported an rCSI equivalent to “Very High Coping”.
Finally, following the IPC’s conceptual framework, households should be classified on the acute scale based on two criteria.
First, are they able to meet their basic food needs and if not, how large is the gap between needs and actual consumption?
Second, are households meeting basic food needs, or facing relatively small food gaps, but only because the household is
using negative livelihood coping strategies (e.g., asset stripping)? For example, the definition of Crisis is: “Households either
have food consumption gaps which are reflected by high or above usual acute malnutrition OR are marginally able to meet
minimum food needs but only by depleting essential livelihood assets or through crisis-coping strategies.” In practice this
means that household classification should follow a two-step process. First, households should be classified based on their
food consumption status. Then, this classification should be revisited considering reported livelihood coping. This ensures
that households whose food consumption is adequate, but only due to the employment of negative livelihood coping, are
not overlooked. However, this type of two-step process is difficult, if not impossible, when classification is based on summary
results like those in Figure 1.
To address this gap, FEWS NET has developed an innovative approach to survey data analysis, hereafter referred to as “The
Matrix”. This approach has several advantages. First, it allows analysts to conduct a convergence of evidence process at the
Vaitla, Bapu; Coates, Jennifer; and Maxwell, Daniel. 2015. Comparing Household Food Consumption Indicators to Inform Acute Food
Insecurity Phase Classification. Washington, DC: FHI 360/Food and Nutrition Technical Assistance III Project (FANTA).
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household level, helping to mitigate the first two issues highlighted above. Second, this approach allows for a two-step
analytical process that first considers household food consumption and then livelihoods coping, providing indicative
classifications that are more in line with the IPC’s conceptual framework. Third, as is discussed later in this guidance, it allows
for a stronger, more transparent approach to estimating whether recent humanitarian food assistance has likely changed the
Phase classification.
Moving forward, the Matrix should be considered the standard FEWS NET approach to analyzing household survey data that
includes food consumption and livelihood change indicators in the IPC reference table. The Matrix approach is IPC-Compatible
and can be used as an input to IPC analyses. 2 This guidance document describes in detail how to implement the matrix and
is organized as follows: Part 1 covers data assessment and preparation, Part 2 describes the food consumption analysis
component of the matrix, Part 3 describes the livelihoods coping component of the matrix and how the food consumption
and livelihoods coping analyses are combined to derive estimates of the food insecure population, and Part 4 describes how
the matrix can be extended to estimate the impacts of humanitarian food assistance on IPC Phase classification. Finally, Part
5 describes how to incorporate matrix results into a broader IPC or IPC-compatible analysis. In addition, this guidance includes
two annexes covering relevant SPSS and STATA syntax, and proposed matrix classifications for different indicator
combinations.

Note that while the FEWS NET matrix approach has been approved for use in IPC analyses, other types of multi-indicator approaches, including the WFP
CARI, have not. The CARI approach uses indicators from the acute reference table, indicators from the chronic reference table, and indicators not used in
any IPC reference table. Because the CARI mixes together indicators used for measuring different types of food insecurity, it is not a good measure of either
acute or chronic food insecurity.
2
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Step 1: Assessing and preparing data
The first step in running a Matrix analysis is to assess the available data and, if it meets some basic requirements, prepare it
for analysis.
To assess whether available data can be used to run the matrix, ask the following questions:
1.

Is the data from a representative household survey that used reasonable and transparent sampling methods?

2.

Do you have confidence that the survey was well implemented? For example, were team leaders and enumerators well
trained, was survey tool translation well done, did survey respondents understand the survey questions, and were all
identified survey clusters able to be visited?

3.

Did the survey collect at least one food frequency indicator (FCS or HDDS), one experiential indicator (rCSI or HHS), and
the livelihood coping module following standard guidance? (The preferred combination is FCS or HDDS, rCSI, HHS, and
livelihood coping.) 3

If the answer to each of the questions above is “yes”, and there are no other issues that raise concerns about the quality of
the data, such as large numbers of missing values, the next step is to prepare the data for analysis. The main task when
preparing the data is to calculate and categorize all the required indicators following current IPC guidance. Details are included
below on how this should be accomplished for each individual indicator. There are a few issues to note. First, the calculation
and categorization process should be done even if the data set you receive already includes the indicators of interest.
Experience has demonstrated that even commonly used indicators can often be incorrectly calculated. Second, the guidance
below covers the basics of indicator calculation and key FEWS NET guidance. More detail on indicator calculation can be
found at the provided links. Finally, in addition to the guidance provided below, sample SPSS and STATA syntax for calculating
key indicators can be found in Annex 1.
Food consumption Score (FCS)
Calculation and categorization of the Food Consumption Score for inclusion in the matrix should follow standard 2008 WFP
guidance document and calculation video.
1.

Review the number of food groups included in
the survey tool’s FCS module. Combine them, as
necessary, into the eight food groups.

2.

Review the frequency with which households
consumed each food group within the last 7
days. Replace any values greater than 7 with 7.

3.

Calculate the Food Consumption Score for each
household by multiplying the reported
frequency of consumption for each food group
by its weight (Figure 2) and then summing these
values for each household.

Figure 2. FCS food group weights
Food Group

FCS Weights

Staple foods (Cereals, Roots, and Tubers)

2

Pules, Beans and Nuts
Meat, Fish, and Eggs

3
4

Milk, Yogurt, and other Dairy
Vegetables
Fruit
Oil and other Fats
Sugar

4
1
1
0.5
0.5
Source: WFP

4.

Categorize the Food Consumption Scores into food consumption groups using either the standard 21/35 thresholds or
the alternative 28/42 thresholds, whichever is typically used in the country being analyzed. For the calculation of the
matrix use the following indicator values: “Poor FCS”, “Borderline FCS”, and “Acceptable FCS”.

5.

Typically, there are few problems with FCS data, though indicator calculation should be done carefully, and analysts
should review the results for outliers. For example, are there large numbers of missing values or extreme Food
Consumption Scores?

If the minimum set of indicators listed here is not available, please seek guidance form the Home Office or Regional Office on whether running the Matrix
is feasible.

3
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Household Dietary Diversity Score (HDDS)
Calculation of the Household Dietary Diversity Score for inclusion in the matrix should follow standard 2006 FANTA guidance.
Categorization should follow the IPC 3.0 reference table.
1.

Review the number of food groups included in the survey tool’s HDDS module. Combine them, as necessary, into the
indicator’s 12 standard food groups.

2.

For each household, calculate the HDDS by summing the number of food groups consumed by the household in the
previous 24 hours.

3.

HDDS scores should then be categorized into the following three groups: HDDS of 0-2, HDDS of 3-4, and HDDS of 5-12.

4.

There are often challenges with HDDS data. Two common issues that would prevent the use of HDDS in the Matrix are
as follows:
o

HDDS is not collected following the FANTA guidance. For example, survey implementers sometimes calculate a
dietary diversity score based on the 8 food groups used for FCS and name this indicator HDDS.

o

HDDS is collected using a survey tool module that does not ask separate questions about consumption of cereals
and roots/tubers.

Household Hunger Scale (HHS)
Calculation of the Household Hunger Scale for inclusion in the matrix should follow standard 2011 FANTA guidance.
Categorization should follow the IPC 3.0 reference table.
1.

The first step is to recode the responses to each frequency-of-occurrence question from three frequency categories
(“rarely,” “sometimes,” “often”) into two frequency categories (“rarely or sometimes” and “often”). Create a new
variable for each frequency-of-occurrence question (e.g., NewQ1, NewQ2, and NewQ3). For each of the new variables
created, a frequency response of “rarely” (originally coded as “1”) is coded as “1”; a frequency response of “sometimes”
(originally coded as “2”) is coded as “1”; and a frequency response of “often” (originally coded as “3”) is coded as “2”.

2.

Next, add a code of “0” for households that replied “No” to each corresponding occurrence question. Once this step is
completed, all households should have a value of 0, 1, or 2 for each of the three new variables created.

3.

The values of the three new variables are then summed for each household to calculate the HHS score. If the tabulation
has been carried out correctly, each household will have an HHS score between 0 and 6.

4.

HHS scores should then be categorized into the following five groups: HHS of 0, HHS of 1, HHS of 2-3, HHS of 4, and HHS
of 5-6.

5.

There are sometimes challenges with HHS data. Three common issues are as follows:
o

The indicator is not well understood by survey respondents due to poor survey tool preparation, poor
translation, inadequate enumerator training, or a combination of these issues.

o

The indicator module is modified in some way in the survey tool (e.g., responses are changed, or the number of
questions is reduced.)

o

Respondents may indicate “No” for a prompting question but then have a positive value (e.g. “Rarely”) for the
follow-up frequency question. In these instances, it is advised that the household observation be removed from
the analysis as the household would not have comprehended the questions as it is intended and/or there was
a coding error.

Reduced Coping Strategies Index (rCSI)
Calculation of the Reduced Coping Strategies Index for inclusion in the matrix should follow the standard guidance in the 2008
Coping Strategies index Field Methods Manual (p.17). Categorization should follow the IPC 3.0 reference table.
1.

For each of the five standard coping strategies, multiply the frequency of occurrence in the past 7 days by the “universal”
weight proposed in the 2008 guidance. Sum the resulting values to calculate the households rCSI score.
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2.

rCSI scores should then be categorized into the following three groups: rCSI of 0-3, rCSI of 4-18, and rCSI >18.

3.

There are sometimes challenges with rCSI data. The most common issue is that survey designers add additional coping
strategies to the survey tool, beyond the standard five, and then incorporate these into the rCSI calculation.

Livelihood Coping (LHC)
As outlined in the WFP CARI guidance paper (p. 44), the original purpose of the livelihoods coping module was to help analysts
“better understand longer-term coping capacity of households”. Understanding longer term coping capacity is important,
especially when developing estimates of future acute food insecurity. However, understanding future coping capacity is not
relevant to the estimation of current food insecurity. Therefore, the calculation of this indicator for the inclusion of the matrix
deviates somewhat from the standard guidance. Categorization of the indicator should follow IPC 3.0 protocols.
1.

Review the list of livelihoods coping strategies included in the survey tool. Confirm that the listed strategies
reflect actions which would mitigate household food deficits, rather than simply reflect severe food insecurity.
For example, “whole household migration” is commonly included in the livelihoods coping module, typically as
an Emergency strategy. However, while this is certainly an indicator of severe food insecurity, unless the analyst
feels confident that this migration has resulted in improved current food consumption at the expense of future
consumption, it should not be included in the matrix analysis.

2.

Assign a severity level to each strategy (Stressed, Crisis, Emergency, or Catastrophe). The assignment of severity
should be based on how severe food consumption gaps would need to be for households to utilize a given
strategy. You should consider local context when assigning severity levels as the severity of a strategy for a
household depends on many different factors, including their livelihood. Note that your assignment of severity
may be different than the examples provided in the WFP guidance and/or from the severity assignments
developed by your local IPC TWG. For example, the WFP guidance lists “reduced expenditure on health and
education” as a Crisis (IPC Phase 3) strategy. However, FEWS NET typically considers this a Stressed strategy
given that the definition of IPC Phase 2 Stressed includes the following: “Households have minimally adequate
food consumption but are unable to afford some essential non-food expenditures…”.

3.

Calculate the proportion of households that reported using each strategy in the past 30 days. Do not include
households who have responded “No, because I already sold those assets or have engaged in this activity within
the last 12 months and cannot continue to do it” in this calculation.

4.

Categorize each household based on the highest severity livelihood coping strategy it reported using in the past
30 days. For example, if a household reported using three Stressed strategies, and one Crisis strategy, they
should be categorized in Crisis (e.g., 3). If no coping was reported, LHCOPE=1; if the highest level of reported
coping was Stressed, LHCOPE=2; if the highest level of reported coping was Crisis, LHCOPE=3; if the highest level
of reported coping was Emergency, LHCOPE=4; if the highest level of reported coping was Catastrophe,
LHCOPE=5.

5.

There are often challenges with livelihoods coping data. The most common issues, any one of which may prevent
the use of LHC data in the Matrix, are as follows:
o

Some, or many, of the livelihood strategies included in the survey module are not locally relevant.

o

The survey tool does not use standard language for the LHC module. For example, some survey tools
do not ask if households used the listed strategies due to “a lack of food or a lack of money to buy
food”.

o

The survey tool does not include standard responses.

o

The survey tool does not use 30-day recall.
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Step 2: Food consumption analysis
Once the indicator data have been reviewed and prepared, the second part of the Matrix analysis is to classify the food
consumption of each household in the sample based on their responses to the collected food consumption outcome
indicators. This process is comprised of three steps: 1. building the food consumption matrix; 2. determining cell classification
and distributing households; and, 3. exploring results.

Building the food consumption matrix
In this step, the analyst constructs a matrix, where each cell represents one combination of food consumption indicators at
the household level. The number of cells included in the matrix will depend on the number of indicators used and the number
of IPC thresholds that exist for each of the selected indicators. For example, if the matrix includes only the Food Consumption
Score (3 categories) and the Reduced Coping Strategies Index (3 categories), the matrix will be relatively small, with only nine
cells (Figure 3). On the other hand, a Matrix that includes those two indicators, plus HHS (5 categories) will have 45 cells
(Figure 4). Annex 2 includes matrices for all possible indicator combinations.
It is important to emphasize that the indicator ranges used in the matrix are taken directly from the IPC v3.0 reference table
in order to maintain conceptual alignment with the IPC. For example, the rCSI categories listed in Figure 3 reflect IPC Phase 1
(0-3), IPC Phase 2 (4-18), and IPC Phase 3+ (>18).
Figure 3. Food consumption Matrix with FCS and rCSI
FCS >35

FCS 21.5-35

FCS <21.5

rCSI <4

1

4

7

rCSI 4-18

2

5

8

rCSI >18

3

6

9



Figure 4. Food consumption Matrix with FCS, rCSI, and HHS
rCSI <4

rCSI 4-18

rCSI >18

FCS
>35

FCS
21.5-35

FCS
<21.5

FCS
>35

FCS
21.5-35

FCS
<21.5

FCS
>35

FCS
21.5-35

FCS
<21.5

HHS = 0

1

6

11

16

21

26

31

36

41

HHS = 1

2

7

12

17

22

27

32

37

42

HHS = 2-3

3

8

13

18

23

28

33

38

43

HHS = 4

4

9

14

19

24

29

34

39

44

HHS = 5-6

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45



When constructing the food consumption indicator matrix, analysts should, in general, make use of all available survey-based
food consumption indicators that are listed as direct evidence in the IPC version 3.0 reference table. 4 The one exception to
this rule is when both FCS and HDDS have been collected. 5 Given that these indicators measure similar dimensions and
severities of food insecurity, and are therefore highly correlated, only one of the two should be included in the matrix analysis.
Analysts should select which food frequency indicator to use after having considered the following factors: local context, the
longer recall period of FCS (which may better reflect typical food consumption), and the stronger evidence base for the HDDS
thresholds in the IPC reference table. Further information on these factors are explained here.

Analysts should be aware that in the absence of HHS, the matrix cannot classify households in Catastrophe Phase 5 given the lack of Phase 5 thresholds for
FCS, HDDS, and rCSI.
5 Technically, household energy consumption (kcal) is also a potential survey-based food consumption outcome indicator. However, in practice this data is
never available for acute analysis. In addition, if it were available, and was considered high quality, it should be used in place of, rather than with, other food
consumption indicators.
4
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Determining cell classification and distributing households
Once the matrix is constructed, and before any data analysis is run, analysts should assign an indicative IPC Phase classification
to each matrix cell. This indicative classification should be based on how analysts would classify a household on the IPC
reference table given the household’s responses to the available food consumption indicators. Analysts should carefully
consider the qualitative descriptions of the IPC acute Phases as well as the strengths and weaknesses of the various indicators
when completing this step. Figure 5 presents an example of a fully classified food consumption matrix used by FEWS NET.
As an example of cell classification, a household with an HHS of 0, an rCSI of 3, and an FCS of 43 would be classified as IPC
Phase 1 – No acute Food insecurity given that each of these indicator values are indicative of Phase 1 (HHS and rCSI) or Phase
1/2 (FCS) according to the IPC 3.0 reference table. Therefore, cell 1 in Figure 5, which reflects this same combination of
indicator responses, is colored green to indicate Phase 1. As a second example, a household with an HHS of 3, an rCSI of 25,
and an FCS of 25 would be classified as IPC Phase 3 - Crisis given that each of these indicator values are indicative of Phase 3
according to the IPC 3.0 reference table. Therefore, cell 38 in Figure 5, which reflects this same combination of indicator
responses, is colored orange to indicate Phase 3.
Figure 5. Fully classified food consumption indicator matrix example
rCSI <4

rCSI 4-18

rCSI >18

FCS
>35

FCS
21.5-35

FCS
<21.5

FCS
>35

FCS
21.5-35

FCS
<21.5

FCS
>35

FCS
21.5-35

FCS
<21.5

HHS = 0

1

6

11

16

21

26

31

36

41

HHS = 1

2

7

12

17

22

27

32

37

42

HHS = 2-3

3

8

13

18

23

28

33

38

43

HHS = 4

4

9

14

19

24

29

34

39

44

HHS = 5-6

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45
Source: FEWS NET

Once the matrix has been classified, each household from the survey should be assigned to a matrix cell based on how the
household responded to the food consumption outcome indicators. Sample SPSS and STATA syntax for this step can be found
in Annex 1.

Exploring results
Once all sampled households have been assigned to one of the matrix cells, the analyst should examine the resulting
distribution as it can provide useful information on the food security status of households and highlight unlikely household
responses that may indicate data quality issues.
Figure 6 presents the distribution of households from the example survey. Notable characteristics of the sample distribution
include the following:




Roughly 60 percent of sampled households fall into one of 8 cells (highlighted in blue below).
o

Cells 16, 21, 31 (23.4%): No Household Hunger, moderate/high consumption-based coping, and
Borderline/Acceptable food consumption. Indicative of IPC Phase 2.

o

Cells 23, 28, and 38 (16.5%): Moderate Household Hunger, moderate/high consumption-based
coping, and Poor/Borderline food consumption. Indicative of IPC Phase 3.

o

Cell 43 (10.8%): Moderate Household Hunger, high consumption-based coping, and Poor food
consumption. Indicative of IPC Phase 4.

o

Cell 45 (7.9%): Severe Household Hunger, high consumption-based coping, Poor food
consumption. Indicative of IPC Phase 5.

Very few households (<0.1%) fall into cells 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, and 10.These represent cells which reflect very low levels of
consumption coping and borderline or better food consumption, but Moderate/Severe household hunger – a
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combination of indicators that seems implausible. If a significant number of households did report this combination
of responses, it could raise questions about data quality and would, at a minimum, suggest the need for further
enquiry.


A more significant proportion of households fell into cells 36, 37, 41, and 42 (12.4%) – cells which reflect very low
levels of household hunger, but high levels of consumption coping, and borderline or worse food consumption. While
this is a less typical combination of indicators, it is still plausible for households to have relatively low dietary diversity
and to be using strategies like borrowing food or reducing portions sizes while not experiencing the type of severe
outcomes covered by HHS, e.g., having no food at all in the house or going 24 hours without eating.



A general rule of thumb is to review the matrix results, focusing on cells which include one percent or more of the
sample observations, in order to confirm that the indicator combinations reflected by these cells are logical, and that
analysts agree with the selected indicative classification. Cells with fewer than 1 percent of sample observations are
unlikely to significantly affect the overall classification.

Figure 6. Food consumption indicator matrix (example)
rCSI <4

rCSI 4-18

rCSI >18

FCS
>35

FCS
21.5-35

FCS
<21.5

FCS
>35

FCS
21.5-35

FCS
<21.5

FCS
>35

FCS
21.5-35

FCS
<21.5

HHS = 0

1
(4.7%)

6
(1.7%)

11
(1.1%)

16
(8.9%)

21
(5.2%)

26
(3.4%)

31
(9.3%)

36
(4.2%)

41
(4.3%)

HHS = 1

2
(0.1%)

7
(0.1%)

12
(-)

17
(0.8%)

22
(1.6%)

27
(1.9%)

32
(2.6%)

37
(1.7%)

42
(2.2%)

HHS = 2-3

3
(0.0%)

8
(-)

13
(-)

18
(1.9%)

23
(6.1%)

28
(5.3%)

33
(2.6%)

38
(5.1%)

43
(10.8%)

HHS = 4

4
(-)

9
(-)

14
(-)

19
(-)

24
(-)

29
(0.3%)

34
(0.5%)

39
(0.4%)

44
(3.1%)

HHS = 5-6

5
(-)

10
(-)

15
(-)

20
(0.1%)

25
(0.1%)

30
(1.0%)

35
(0.5%)

40
(0.5%)

45
(7.9%)
Source: FEWS NET

Figure 7 summarizes the matrix results for the food consumption indicators, showing the proportion of households in each
IPC acute Phase according to the matrix analysis. Overall, 56 percent of the population reported food consumption indicative
of IPC Phase 3 or worse, including 9.0 percent with food consumption equivalent to Catastrophe (IPC Phase 5).
Figure 7. Summary results from a food consumption indicator matrix example
IPC Phase
None (IPC Phase 1)
Stressed (IPC Phase 2)
Crisis (IPC Phase 3)
Emergency (IPC Phase 4)
Catastrophe (IPC Phase 5)

% of Households
6.4%
39.3%
40.5%
4.9%
9.0%
Source: FEWS NET
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Step 3: Incorporating livelihoods coping
Under IPC protocols, acute food insecurity at the household level is defined in two ways: 1) the inability of a household to
access an adequate quantity of food; or 2) the use of negative livelihood coping strategies to prevent or mitigate food deficits
(i.e., livelihood change). The first aspect of acute food insecurity can be assessed through the analysis of food consumption
outcome indicators. However, these indicators do not provide information on the degree to which negative coping strategies
are being used. Therefore, to assess the second aspect of acute food insecurity, IPC and IPC-compatible analyses often rely
on information from the livelihoods coping module developed by WFP.
However, to accurately capture the type of food insecurity described by the IPC technical manual, two modifications should
be made to this indicator prior to its use in a matrix analysis. First, as described above, the indicator should be recalculated
to reflect only the proportion of households which have used the listed coping strategies in the past 30 days, not those who
have exhausted coping strategies in the past 6 months or one year. While the exhaustion of coping capacity is an important
component of forward-looking analysis, for current analysis, we are only interested in the recent use of coping strategies that
may be mitigating current food access shortfalls. Second, as explained below, the livelihoods coping information should be
used as part of a two-step analysis where households are first assessed in terms of food consumption and then livelihood
change, rather than looking at both sets of indicators at the same time.
This section of the guidance describes how to complete this two-part analysis and includes three steps: 1. building the food
consumption/livelihoods coping matrix; 2. determining cell classification and assigning households to cells; and 3. exploring
results.

Building the food consumption/livelihood coping matrix
In this step, the analyst constructs a matrix, where each cell represents one combination of indicative food consumption
classifications (from Step 2 above) and indicative livelihood change classifications based on the livelihood coping module. The
matrix will generally include 20 cells (food consumption Phases 1-5 and livelihood coping Phases 1-4) but can include 25 cells
in cases where the livelihoods coping module includes a Phase 5 strategy (i.e. one that reflects full exhaustion of coping
capacity). For example, in a pastoral area, the sale of the household’s last female animal can indicate full use of all available
coping capacity. Figure 8 provides an example of a 20-cell food consumption/livelihood coping matrix.
Figure 8. Food consumption/livelihoods coping indicator matrix example
Livelihood
Coping Phase
1

Livelihood
Coping Phase
2

Livelihood
Coping Phase
3

Livelihood
Coping Phase
4

Livelihood
Coping Phase
5

Food Consumption Phase 1

1

6

11

16

21

Food Consumption Phase 2

2

7

12

17

22

Food Consumption Phase 3

3

8

13

18

23

Food Consumption Phase 4

4

9

14

19

24

Food Consumption Phase 5

5

10

15

20

25

Determining cell classification and distributing households

Source: FEWS NET

Once the matrix is constructed, analysts should classify each cell based on how that combination of food consumption and
livelihoods coping relates to the Phase descriptions in the IPC 3.0 reference table. Figure 9 provides an example of a food
consumption/livelihood coping matrix. When classifying each cell, consider the following:


When the indicative Phase suggested by the food consumption and livelihoods change indicators is the same, the
overall classification for the relevant cell should match. For example, when food consumption indicates IPC Phase 3
and Livelihoods Coping indicates Phase 3, the household’s classification should equal IPC Phase 3. Thus, cell 13 in
the example below is classified as IPC Phase 3.



When the indicative Phase suggested by the food consumption and livelihoods change indicators is different, the
overall classification for the relevant cell should be weighted toward the indicator with the higher indicative
classification:
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o

When the indicative Phase suggested by the food consumption indicators is higher than that
suggested by the livelihoods change indicator, the overall classification should follow the food
consumption classification. For example, when food consumption indicates IPC Phase 4 and
livelihood coping indicates Phase 2, the household’s classification should equal IPC Phase 4. Thus,
cell 9 in the example below is classified as IPC Phase 4.

o

When the indicative Phase suggested by the food consumption indicators is lower than that
suggested by the livelihoods change indicator, the overall classification should more heavily weight
the livelihood coping indicator. For example, when food consumption indicates IPC Phase 2 and
livelihood coping indicates Phase 4, the household’s classification should be IPC Phase 3. Thus, cell
17 in the example below is classified as IPC Phase 3. The only exception to this guidance relates to
Catastrophe (Phase 5). To be classified in Catastrophe for the current period, a household must be
facing extreme food gaps, even if coping has been exhausted.

Cells 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, and 23 all represent situations where the use of severe negative livelihood coping strategies
results in a higher Phase classification than the food consumption indicators alone would suggest.
Figure 9. Food consumption/livelihoods coping indicator matrix example
Livelihood
Coping Phase
1

Livelihood
Coping Phase
2

Livelihood
Coping Phase
3

Livelihood
Coping Phase
4

Livelihood
Coping Phase
5

Food Consumption Phase 1

1

6

11

16

21

Food Consumption Phase 2

2

7

12

17

22

Food Consumption Phase 3

3

8

13

18

23

Food Consumption Phase 4

4

9

14

19

24

Food Consumption Phase 5

5

10

15

20

25
Source: FEWS NET

Once the matrix has been classified, each household from the survey should be assigned to a matrix cell based on the
household’s inactive classification from the previous food consumption matrix and the highest level of reported livelihood
coping. Sample SPSS and STATA syntax for this step can be found in Annex 1.

Exploring results
Once all sampled households have been assigned to the matrix cells, the analyst should examine the resulting distribution as
it can provide useful information on the food security status of households. Figure 10 presents the distribution of households
surveyed in an example dataset by the combination of food consumption and livelihood coping. Notable characteristics of
the sample distribution include the following:


Roughly 85 percent of sampled households fall into one of 8 cells (highlighted in blue below)
o

Cells 2 and 7 (34.7%): Stressed food consumption and Stressed or No livelihood coping. Indicative
of IPC Phase 2.

o

Cell 3 and 8 (26.5%): Crisis food consumption and Stressed or No livelihood coping. Indicative of
IPC Phase 3.

o

Cell 4 and 9 (5.1%): Emergency food consumption and Stressed or No livelihood coping. Indicative
of IPC Phase 4.

o

Cell 5 and 10 (8.9%): Catastrophe food consumption and no livelihood coping. Indicative of IPC
Phase 5.

Only 4.0 percent of household classifications were driven by livelihoods coping (Cells 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 21, and 22) in the
example dataset. This relatively low percentage, despite a high proportion of households reporting Phase 4 and 5 food
consumption deficits, suggests that much of the sample population’s coping capacity had been exhausted. This is consistent
with qualitative reports from the area, which indicated high levels of asset loss. The results can be compared to neighboring
areas with different livelihood characteristics and capacities to cope.
Famine Early Warning Systems Network
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Figure 10. Food consumption/livelihoods coping indicator matrix example
Livelihood
Coping
Phase 1

Livelihood
Coping Phase
2

Livelihood
Coping Phase
3

Livelihood
Coping Phase
4

Livelihood
Coping Phase
5

1
(3.6%)

6
(2.3%)

11
(0.1%)

16
(-)

21
(0.3%)

Food Consumption Phase 2

2
(13.9%)

7
(22.3%)

12
(2.0%)

17
(0.7%)

22
(0.4%)

Food Consumption Phase 3

3
(16.8%)

8
(19.2%)

13
(3.2%)

18
(0.7%)

23
(0.6%)

Food Consumption Phase 4

4
(2.3%)

9
(1.8%)

14
(0.4%)

19
(0.1%)

24
(0.3%)

Food Consumption Phase 5

5
(6.2%)

10
(2.7%)

15
(0.0%)

20
(0.0%)

25
(-)

Food Consumption Phase 1

Source: FEWS NET

Figure 11 summarizes the matrix results for the combination of food consumption and livelihood coping indicators, providing
the total proportion of households that the matrix analysis indicates would fall into each IPC acute Phase. Overall, 59.2
percent of the population reported food consumption indicative of IPC Phase 3 or worse, including nine percent who reported
food consumption equivalent to Catastrophe (IPC Phase 5).
Figure 11. Summary results from a food consumption/livelihood coping indicator matrix example
IPC Phase

% of Households

None (IPC Phase 1)

5.9%

Stressed (IPC Phase 2)

36.4%

Crisis (IPC Phase 3)

42.2%

Emergency (IPC Phase 4)

6.5%

Catastrophe (IPC Phase 5)

9.0%
Source: FEWS NET

Finally, Figure 12 presents the indicative classifications of the individual indicators alongside the matrix results. This table
highlights some of the specific difficulties that can face analysts when considering individual indicators. For example, more
than 40 percent of households reported “poor” food consumption according to the Food Consumption Score. However, this
level of severe food insecurity is not supported by other indicators. Alternatively, both the Household Hunger Scale and
Livelihoods Coping indicators suggest that more than 40 percent of households face No Acute Food Insecurity (IPC Phase 1),
an outcome that seems unlikely. By using the matrix, the strengths of the different indicators can be maximized while their
weaknesses can be mitigated to provide a best estimate of the food insecure population.
Figure 12. Individual Indicator results compared to matrix analysis results
IPC Phase 1

IPC Phase 3

IPC Phase 4

26.7%

41.2%

36.6%

41.8%

13.8%

42.8%

11.0%

31.7%

4.3%

10.2%

Livelihood Coping

42.8%

48.4%

5.8%

1.6%

1.5%

Matrix Analysis

5.9%

36.4%

42.6%

6.5%

9.0%

Food Consumption
Score

32.1%

Reduced Coping
Strategies Index

7.7%

Household Hunger
Scale

IPC Phase 2

IPC Phase 5

Source: FEWS NET
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Step 4: Considering humanitarian assistance
As described above, the Matrix approach is a useful tool to help analysts estimate the current size of the food insecure
population, irrespective of whether any humanitarian food assistance is being provided. In IPC terms, this figure is referred
to as the “gap”. However, the Matrix can also provide a useful and transparent framework for estimating the size of the
acutely food insecure population in the absence of humanitarian assistance, a figure known by the IPC as the “PIN”, or the
“Population in Need”.
FEWS NET defines households who would be at least one IPC Phase worse in the absence of assistance as those households
who meet both of the following criteria:
1.

Available evidence suggests that households are currently receiving at least 25 percent of their monthly energy needs from
humanitarian food assistance. This is defined as an average of 525 kilocalories per person per day if the transfer modality is
in-kind food aid. If the transfer modality is cash, the transfer value must be large enough that the household could purchase
a quantity of the cheapest locally available staple food equivalent to at least 525 kilocalories per person per day.

2.

The household’s current matrix classification is being driven by inadequate food consumption, rather than by the use of
negative livelihood coping. For example, following the matrix guidance presented above, a household with an indicative food
consumption classification of Stressed (Phase 2) and a livelihood coping classification of Crisis (Phase 3), would be classified
by FEWS NET as in Crisis (IPC Phase 3) because they are only maintaining adequate food consumption through the use of
negative coping. Let us assume this household is receiving roughly 25 percent of its energy needs from humanitarian food
assistance. Therefore, in the absence of this assistance its food consumption classification would likely rise from Phase 2 to
Phase 3. However, since this household is already classified as Phase 3 given its Crisis-level coping behavior, its overall
classification will not change in this analysis.
This final section provides guidance on how to complete this analysis

Assessing and preparing HFA data
The first step in incorporating HFA into matrix analysis is to determine which indicator to use as a proxy measure of whether
households are consuming at least 25 percent of their energy needs from humanitarian food assistance. In the best-case
scenario, survey tools will reliably ask households about the amount of cash (local currency value) and the quantities (kg) of
specific food aid commodities received by the household during recent months. Ideally, this module will also distinguish
between cash and food received through emergency programs and transfers received through safety nets or other interannual programs. With these data, the quantity of energy provided by the HFA can be directly estimated.
If data on the specific quantity of cash or food aid commodities is not available, there are several other proxies that can be
used. These options, along with their strengths and weaknesses are listed in Figure 13.
Figure 13. Proxies for estimating whether at least 25% of household energy consumption has come from HFA
Proxies for estimating food
assistance >25% of energy
needs

Source

Possible
Phase
changes

Strengths

Weaknesses

Food aid received in past X
months

“Did you receive
food assistance in
the past X
months?”

Households
can change 1
Phase

Commonly collected
indicator. Simple
analysis.

May overestimate the proportion
of households receiving >25% of
energy from food aid because A)
households may have received
small quantities, B) may have
shared assistance or C) the recall
period may be too long for the
purpose of this analysis (e.g., 3
months)

Food assistance as the main
source in the past three months

“What was the
primary food
source used by
the household in
the past three
months?”

Households
can change 1
Phase

Commonly collected
indicator. Simple
analysis.

May underestimate the proportion
of households receiving >25% of
energy from food aid because it
asks only about “main source”
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Staples consumed >4 times in
the past week AND main
source was food aid OR oil and
pulses consumed >4 times in
the past week AND food aid
was the main source for both

Standard Food
Consumption
Score module

Households
can change 1
Phase

Very commonly
collected indicator.

May underestimate the proportion
of households receiving >25% of
energy from food aid.

Caloric value of received food
aid transfer

Question on the
specific quantity
of each food aid
commodity
received by the
household in the
last 1-3 months

Households
can change 2
Phases

Can provide the best
estimate of how much
assistance households
have received.

Not commonly collected. Analysis
is more complex than other
approaches. Relies on accurate
household recall of food aid
received. May overestimate the
impact of received HFA, especially
if two Phase changes are not
carefully considered.

Running analysis
After determining which indicator to use as a proxy of whether households are consuming at least 25 percent of their food
needs through HFA, the following four steps should be followed:
1.

Using your selected indicator, create a binomial variable called HFA25, where 0=less than 25 percent of food needs came
from HFA, and 1= At least 25 percent of food needs came from HFA. [Note: If you have estimated the caloric value of HFA
directly (method D above), the second category can be modified (1=25-50 percent of food needs from HFA), a third category
can be added (3= At least 50 percent of food needs came from HFA), and the indicator can be renamed HFA25_50].

2.

Using the food consumption/livelihood change matrix, create binomial variable called LC_Change which equals 1 where
household classification is driven by livelihood change and 0 where it is not. For example, if using the food
consumption/livelihood change matrix presented above, (Figure 10) households classified in the following cells would have
an LC_change value of 1: 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, and 23. All other households would have an LC_change value of 0.

3.

Using the two indicators created above, create third new indicator HFA_change, that identifies which households would likely
have been classified in a worse Phase in the absence of humanitarian food assistance. These households (HFA_change=1)
would be those who both received assistance equivalent to more than 25 percent of their kcal needs (HFA25=1) and whose
classification was not driven by the livelihood coping indicator (LC_Change=0). For all other households, HFA_change=0.

4.

Finally, reclassify all households by adding one Phase to the indicative IPC classification for all households where
HFA_change=1.

Famine Early Warning Systems Network
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Figure 14: Calculating the impact of HFA on IPC Classification example - A comparison of three methods

Source: FEWS NET

Explore results

Once households have been reclassified in the absence of HFA, recalculate the proportion of households in each Phase. Figure
15 provides an example of the results of this analysis using the four different proxy methods . Next, compare the indicative
area classification and the implied size of the acutely food insecure population (i.e. the PIN) to the classification and food
insecure population (i.e., the GAP) suggested by the initial analysis. Figure 13 presents these comparisons for the example
dataset. All four methods suggest that in the absence of humanitarian food assistance the acute area classification would be
at least one Phase worse. The total population in need of urgent humanitarian food assistance (i.e., the PIN) ranges from
460,000 to 540,000 people, 18 to 33 percent higher than the initial estimate without an analysis of HFA (i.e., the GAP).
Figure 15. Indicative classification outcomes from example analysis with and without HFA removed
Analysis
No removal of HFA
HFA removed based on “HFA
received”
HFA removed based on “HFA as
main food source”
HFA removed based on “Cereal OR
Oil/Legume HFA from FCS module”
HFA removed based on “HFA kcal
estimation”

Implied Area
classification
Crisis
(IPC Phase 3)
Emergency
(IPC Phase 4)
Emergency
(IPC Phase 4)
Emergency
(IPC Phase 4)
Famine
(IPC Phase 5)

Should the map
include an “!”?

Population in IPC
Phase 3 or higher

Type of population
estimate

n/a

390,000

GAP

Yes

540,000

PIN

Yes

480,000

PIN

Yes

460,000

PIN

Yes

520,000

PIN
Source: FEWS NET
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Step 5: Incorporating matrix results into analysis
Once you have completed the matrix analysis described above, you will have an estimate of the proportion of the population
in each IPC acute Phase, both in the presence and in the absence of humanitarian food assistance. These outputs can be
useful inputs into IPC and IPC-compatible analyses. However, these results should not be used blindly. Instead, they should
be used as part of your broader assessment of the available evidence. Three important ways in which results from a matrix
analysis should be triangulated are as follows.
First, indicative IPC acute classification from a matrix analysis should be triangulated with other information from the
household survey to confirm that the level of severity suggested by the food consumption and livelihood coping outcome
indicators is consistent with other information reported by the household. Figure 16, below, provides an illustrative list of
cross checks that can be implemented, keeping in mind that the specific checks will depend on what information was collected
by the survey tool.
Figure 16. Examples of survey data cross checks
Domain

Food Consumption

Survey Data Crosscheck
If the survey collected two food frequency indicators (e.g., FCS and HDDS) are the results
consistent? For example, if the HH reported consuming no fruit for HDDS did they give the same
response FCS?
Does the household report no consumption of staple foods (HDDS or FCS) but report
consumption of higher value, more expensive foods like dairy, meat, or eggs?

Livelihood Coping

Do households who reported that they “Sold their last female animal” as part of the livelihood
coping module also report owning no livestock in the crop and livestock module?
What types of assets are owned by households reporting Crisis and Emergency-level coping?

Humanitarian food
assistance

Do households who report HFA as an important source of food in the FCS module also report
receiving HFA in other parts of the survey?

Second, analysts should compare the indicative results from the matrix to other pieces of available evidence, including any
available HEA outcome analysis, indirect evidence on outcomes, and contributing factors. Do the matrix results and these
other pieces of evidence tell a consistent story? For example, if the matrix results suggest atypically severe levels of acute
food insecurity, is there evidence of recent shocks (e.g., drought, conflict) that are driving this food insecurity? Do more
proximate contributing factors, like staple food prices, levels of recent crop production or casual labor demand, also align
with the level of food insecurity suggested by matrix results? Have there been a recent field visits to these areas? If so, how
well do the qualitative trip reports from assessment participants match the analysis of outcome indicators? Is there available
nutrition and mortality data? How does it compare to indicative matric results?
Finally, with regards to the humanitarian food assistance analysis, analysts should compare the proportion of households
reporting assistance, and the quantity of food they report having received, with delivery reports from implementing agencies.
Do these two sources tell a similar story? If not, is there a clear reason why not? For example, if a large quantity of food was
reportedly distributed by an implementing partner, but few households report receiving assistance, this discrepancy might
be related to the recall period of the survey question (e.g., food was delivered 40 days ago, and the recall period is 30 days)
or it is possible that food aid was diverted by local authorities or and armed groups.
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Annex 1: SPSS and STATA Syntax
SPSS

Food Consumption Score (FCS)

STATA

Example where the variables starting with “fc” reflect different food groups included in the FCS survey module.
COMPUTE staple=fc1+fc3+fc5+fc7+fc9+fc33+fc11.
COMPUTE legumes= fc13.
COMPUTE veg=fc15.
COMPUTE fruit=fc17.
COMPUTE meat=fc19+fc21+fc23.
COMPUTE milk=fc25.
COMPUTE oil=fc27.
COMPUTE sugar=fc29.
RECODE staple legumes veg fruit meat milk oil sugar (8 thru highest
=7).
COMPUTE
FCS=(staple*2)+(legumes*3)+veg+fruit+(meat*4)+(milk*4)+(oil/2)
+(sugar/2).
IF FCS LT 21.5 FCG=1.
IF FCS GT 21 AND FCS LE 35 FCG=2.
IF FCS GT 35 FCG=3.
EXECUTE

gen staple = fc1 + fc3 + fc5 + fc7 + fc9 + fc33 + fc11
replace staple = 7 if staple > 7
gen legumes = fc13
replace legumes = 7 if legumes > 7
gen veg = fc15
replace veg = 7 if veg > 7
gen fruit = fc17
replace fruit = 7 if fruit > 7
gen meat = fc19 + fc21 + fc23
replace meat = 7 if meat > 7
gen milk = fc25
replace milk = 7 if milk > 7
gen oil = fc27
replace oil = 7 if oil > 7
gen sugar = fc29
replace sugar = 7 if sugar > 7
gen FCS = staple*2 + legumes*3 + veg + fruit + meat*4 +
milk*4 + oil*0.5 + sugar*0.5
gen FCG = 999
label define FCG 1 "Poor consumption" 2 "Borderline
consumption" 3 "Acceptable consumption"
label values FCG FCG
label var FCG "FEWS NET-re-calculated FCS groups"
replace FCG = 1 if FCS<=21
replace FCG = 2 if FCS>21 & FCS<=35
replace FCG = 3 if FCS>35
replace FCG = . if FCS==.
tab FCG

Household Dietary Diversity Score (HDDS)

Example where the twelve variables ending in “24h” reflect whether (1,0) the household consumed the food group in the past
24 hours.
COMPUTE HDDS=cereals24h + tubers24h + pulses24h + veg24h +
fruit24h + eggs24h + meat24h + fish24 + dairy24h + oil24h +
sugar24h + condiments24h

gen HDDS = cereals24h + tubers24h + pulses24h +
veg24h + fruit24h + eggs24h + meat24h + fish24 +
dairy24h + oil24h + sugar24h + condiments24h

RECODE HDDS (5 thru highest=2) (3,4=3) (lowest thru 2=4) INTO
HDDS_cat.

gen HDDS_cat = .
label define HDDS_cat 4 "Phase 4/5" 3 "Phase 3" 2
"Phase 1/2"
label values HDDS_cat
label var HDDS_cat "FEWS NET-re-calculated HDDS
groups"
replace HDDS_cat = 2 if HDDS >=5
replace HDDS_cat = 3 if HDDS >=3 & HDDS <=4
replace HDDS_cat = 4 if HDDS <3
tab HDDS_cat

Execute.
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Household Hunger Score (HHS)

SPSS example where hfi13, hfi15, and hfi17 indicate the prompting questions and hfi14, hfi16, and hfi18 reflect the frequency
questions, during the past month, with which households reported the three experiences included in the Household Hunger
Score module.
STATA example where H1, H2, and H3 indicate the prompting questions and H11, H21, and H31 reflect the frequency
questions, during the past month, with which households reported the three experiences included in the Household Hunger
Score module.
RECODE hfi14 hfi16 hfi18 (MISSING=0) (3=2) (1 thru 2=1) INTO
hhs1 hhs2 hhs3.
IF (hfi13 = 0 & hfi14 > 0) hhs1 = 99.
IF (hfi15 = 0 & hfi16 > 0) hhs2 = 99.
IF (hfi17 = 0 & hfi18 > 0) hhs3 = 99.
MISSING VALUES hhs1 hhs2 hhs3 (7 thru hi).
COMPUTE hhs=hhs1+hhs2+hhs3.
RECODE hhs (0=1) (1=2) (2 thru 3=3) (4=4) (5 thru 6=5) INTO
HHS_IPC3.
EXECUTE.

gen HHSq1 = 999
label var HHSq1 "FEWS NET-calculated HHS question 1"
replace HHSq1 = 0 if H1==2
replace HHSq1 = 1 if H11==1 | H11==2
replace HHSq1 = 2 if H11==3
gen HHSq2 = 999
label var HHSq2 "FEWS NET-calculated HHS question 2"
replace HHSq2 = 0 if H2==2
replace HHSq2 = 1 if H21==1 | H21==2
replace HHSq2 = 2 if H21==3
gen HHSq3 = 999
label var HHSq3 "FEWS NET-calculated HHS question 3"
replace HHSq3 = 0 if H3==2
replace HHSq3 = 1 if H31==1 | H31==2
replace HHSq3 = 2 if H31==3
gen hhs = 999
replace hhs = HHSq1+HHSq2+HHSq3
replace hhs = . if hhs>7
label var hhs "FEWS NET-calculated HHS"
gen HHS_IPC3 = 999
label var HHS_IPC3 "FEWS NET-calculated HHS groups"
replace HHS_IPC3 = 1 if hhs ==0
replace HHS_IPC3 = 2 if hhs ==1
replace HHS_IPC3 = 3 if hhs >=2 & HHS<=3
replace HHS_IPC3 = 4 if hhs ==4
replace HHS_IPC3 = 5 if hhs >=5 & HHS<=6
replace HHS_IPC3 = . if hhs >6
label define HHS 1 "Phase 1" 2 "Phase 2" 3 "Phase 3" 4
"Phase 4" 5 "Phase 5"
label values HHS_IPC3 HHS
tab HHS_IPC3

Reduced Coping Strategies Index (rCSI)

SPSS example where cs2, cs4, cs6, cs8, and cs10 represent the number of days in the last week that households engaged in
one of the five standard rCSI coping strategies.
STATA example where G2_1, G2_2, G2_3, G2_4, and G2_5 represent the number of days in the last week that households
engaged in one of the five standard rCSI coping strategies.
RECODE cs2 cs4 cs6 cs8 cs10 (MISSING=0).
COMPUTE rcsi=cs2+(cs4*2)+cs6+(cs8)+(cs10*3).
RECODE rcsi (Lowest thru 3=1) (4 thru 18=2) (19 thru highest=3)
INTO rcsi_catIPC3.
EXECUTE.
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gen rcsi = G2_1*1 + G2_2*2 + G2_3*1 + G2_4*3 +
G2_5*1
label var rcsi "FEWS NET-calculated rCSI"
gen rcsi_catIPC3 = 999
replace rcsi_catIPC3 = 1 if rcsi <=3
replace rcsi_catIPC3 = 2 if rcsi >=4 & rcsi <=18
replace rcsi_catIPC3 = 3 if rcsi >=19
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replace rcsi_catIPC3 = . if G2_1==. | G2_2==. | G2_3==. |
G2_4==. | G2_5==.
label var rcsi_catIPC3 "FEWS NET tabulation of rCSI"
label define rCSI 1 "Phase 1" 2 "Phase 2" 3 "Phase 3+"
label values rcsi_catIPC3 rCSI
tab rcsi_catIPC3

Livelihood Coping (LHC)

Example where survey tool asked about fourteen livelihood coping strategies.
RECODE lcs1 lcs2 lcs3 lcs4 lcs5 lcs6 lcs7 lcs8 lcs9 lcs10 lcs11 lcs12
lcs13 lcs14 (1=1) (ELSE=0)
IF lcs1=1 OR lcs2=1 OR lcs3=1 OR lcs4=1 OR lcs5=1 OR lcs6=1
STRESS=1.
IF lcs7=1 OR lcs8=1 OR lcs9=1 OR lcs10=1 CRISIS=1.
IF lcs11=1 OR lcs12=1 OR lcs13=1 EMERG=1.
IF lcs14=1 CATASTROPHE=1.
RECODE STRESS CRISIS EMERG CATASTROPHE (MISSING=0).
EXECUTE.
IF STRESS=1 AND CRISIS=0 AND EMERG=0 AND CATASTROPHE=0
LHCOPE=2.
IF CRISIS=1 AND EMERG=0 AND CATASTROPHE=0 LHCOPE=3.
IF EMERG=1 AND CATASTROPHE=0 LHCOPE=4.
IF CATASTROPHE=1 LHCOPE=5.
RECODE LHCOPE (MISSING=1).
EXECUTE.

gen STRESS = 0
gen CRISIS = 0
gen EMERG = 0
gen CATASTROPHE = 0
replace STRESS = 1 if lcs1=1 | lcs2=1 | lcs3=1 | lcs4=1 |
lcs5=1 | lcs6=1
replace CRISIS = 1 if lcs7=1 | lcs8=1 | lcs9=1 | lcs10=1
replace EMERG = 1 if lcs11=1 | lcs12=1 | lcs13=1
replace CATASTROPHE = 1 if lcs14=1
gen LHCOPE = 1
replace LHCOPE = 2 if STRESS==1 & CRISIS==0 &
EMERG==0 & CATASTROPHE=0
replace LHCOPE = 3 if CRISIS==1 & EMERG==0 &
CATASTROPHE==0
replace LHCOPE = 4 if EMERG==1 & CATASTROPHE==0
replace LHCOPE = 5 if CATASTROPHE==1

Food Consumption Matrix and standard FEWS NET cell classification (HHS, rCSI, FCS)
(To use HDDS replace FCG with HDDS)

IF FCG=3 AND HHS_IPC3=1 AND rcsi_catIPC3=1 FC_cell=1.
IF FCG=3 AND HHS_IPC3=2 AND rcsi_catIPC3=1 FC_cell=2.
IF FCG=3 AND HHS_IPC3=3 AND rcsi_catIPC3=1 FC_cell=3.
IF FCG=3 AND HHS_IPC3=4 AND rcsi_catIPC3=1 FC_cell=4.
IF FCG=3 AND HHS_IPC3=5 AND rcsi_catIPC3=1 FC_cell=5.
IF FCG=2 AND HHS_IPC3=1 AND rcsi_catIPC3=1 FC_cell=6.
IF FCG=2 AND HHS_IPC3=2 AND rcsi_catIPC3=1 FC_cell=7.
IF FCG=2 AND HHS_IPC3=3 AND rcsi_catIPC3=1 FC_cell=8.
IF FCG=2 AND HHS_IPC3=4 AND rcsi_catIPC3=1 FC_cell=9.
IF FCG=2 AND HHS_IPC3=5 AND rcsi_catIPC3=1 FC_cell=10.
IF FCG=1 AND HHS_IPC3=1 AND rcsi_catIPC3=1 FC_cell=11.
IF FCG=1 AND HHS_IPC3=2 AND rcsi_catIPC3=1 FC_cell=12.
IF FCG=1 AND HHS_IPC3=3 AND rcsi_catIPC3=1 FC_cell=13.
IF FCG=1 AND HHS_IPC3=4 AND rcsi_catIPC3=1 FC_cell=14.
IF FCG=1 AND HHS_IPC3=5 AND rcsi_catIPC3=1 FC_cell=15.
IF FCG=3 AND HHS_IPC3=1 AND rcsi_catIPC3=2 FC_cell=16.
IF FCG=3 AND HHS_IPC3=2 AND rcsi_catIPC3=2 FC_cell=17.
IF FCG=3 AND HHS_IPC3=3 AND rcsi_catIPC3=2 FC_cell=18.
IF FCG=3 AND HHS_IPC3=4 AND rcsi_catIPC3=2 FC_cell=19.
IF FCG=3 AND HHS_IPC3=5 AND rcsi_catIPC3=2 FC_cell=20.
IF FCG=2 AND HHS_IPC3=1 AND rcsi_catIPC3=2 FC_cell=21.
IF FCG=2 AND HHS_IPC3=2 AND rcsi_catIPC3=2 FC_cell=22.
IF FCG=2 AND HHS_IPC3=3 AND rcsi_catIPC3=2 FC_cell=23.
IF FCG=2 AND HHS_IPC3=4 AND rcsi_catIPC3=2 FC_cell=24.
IF FCG=2 AND HHS_IPC3=5 AND rcsi_catIPC3=2 FC_cell=25.
IF FCG=1 AND HHS_IPC3=1 AND rcsi_catIPC3=2 FC_cell=26.

Famine Early Warning Systems Network

gen FC_cell = .
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==1
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==2
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==3
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==4
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==5
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==1
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==2
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==3
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==4
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==5
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==1
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==2
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==3

= 01 if FCG==1 & rcsi_catIPC3==1 &
= 02 if FCG==1 & rcsi_catIPC3==1 &
= 03 if FCG==1 & rcsi_catIPC3==1 &
= 04 if FCG==1 & rcsi_catIPC3==1 &
= 05 if FCG==1 & rcsi_catIPC3==1 &
= 06 if FCG==3 & rcsi_catIPC3==1 &
= 07 if FCG==3 & rcsi_catIPC3==1 &
= 08 if FCG==3 & rcsi_catIPC3==1 &
= 09 if FCG==3 & rcsi_catIPC3==1 &
= 10 if FCG==3 & rcsi_catIPC3==1 &
= 11 if FCG==4 & rcsi_catIPC3==1 &
= 12 if FCG==4 & rcsi_catIPC3==1 &
= 13 if FCG==4 & rcsi_catIPC3==1 &
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IF FCG=1 AND HHS_IPC3=2 AND rcsi_catIPC3=2 FC_cell=27.
IF FCG=1 AND HHS_IPC3=3 AND rcsi_catIPC3=2 FC_cell=28.
IF FCG=1 AND HHS_IPC3=4 AND rcsi_catIPC3=2 FC_cell=29.
IF FCG=1 AND HHS_IPC3=5 AND rcsi_catIPC3=2 FC_cell=30.
IF FCG=3 AND HHS_IPC3=1 AND rcsi_catIPC3=3 FC_cell=31.
IF FCG=3 AND HHS_IPC3=2 AND rcsi_catIPC3=3 FC_cell=32.
IF FCG=3 AND HHS_IPC3=3 AND rcsi_catIPC3=3 FC_cell=33.
IF FCG=3 AND HHS_IPC3=4 AND rcsi_catIPC3=3 FC_cell=34.
IF FCG=3 AND HHS_IPC3=5 AND rcsi_catIPC3=3 FC_cell=35.
IF FCG=2 AND HHS_IPC3=1 AND rcsi_catIPC3=3 FC_cell=36.
IF FCG=2 AND HHS_IPC3=2 AND rcsi_catIPC3=3 FC_cell=37.
IF FCG=2 AND HHS_IPC3=3 AND rcsi_catIPC3=3 FC_cell=38.
IF FCG=2 AND HHS_IPC3=4 AND rcsi_catIPC3=3 FC_cell=39.
IF FCG=2 AND HHS_IPC3=5 AND rcsi_catIPC3=3 FC_cell=40.
IF FCG=1 AND HHS_IPC3=1 AND rcsi_catIPC3=3 FC_cell=41.
IF FCG=1 AND HHS_IPC3=2 AND rcsi_catIPC3=3 FC_cell=42.
IF FCG=1 AND HHS_IPC3=3 AND rcsi_catIPC3=3 FC_cell=43.
IF FCG=1 AND HHS_IPC3=4 AND rcsi_catIPC3=3 FC_cell=44.
IF FCG=1 AND HHS_IPC3=5 AND rcsi_catIPC3=3 FC_cell=45.
IF FC_cell=1 OR FC_cell=6 FC_Phase=1.
IF FC_cell=2 OR FC_cell=3 OR FC_cell=7 OR FC_cell=11 OR
FC_cell=12 OR FC_cell=16 OR FC_cell=17 OR FC_cell=18 OR
FC_cell=21 OR FC_cell=22 OR FC_cell=26 OR FC_cell=31 OR
FC_cell=32 OR FC_cell=36 FC_Phase=2.
IF FC_cell=4 OR FC_cell=5 OR FC_cell=8
FC_cell=13 OR FC_cell=19 OR FC_cell=20
FC_cell=24 OR FC_cell=27 OR FC_cell=28
FC_cell=34 OR FC_cell=37 OR FC_cell=38
FC_cell=42 OR FC_cell=43 FC_Phase=3.

OR FC_cell=9
OR FC_cell=23
OR FC_cell=33
OR FC_cell=41

OR
OR
OR
OR

IF FC_cell=10 OR FC_cell=14 OR FC_cell=15 OR FC_cell=25 OR
FC_cell=29 OR FC_cell=35 OR FC_cell=39 OR FC_cell=40 OR
FC_cell=44 FC_Phase=4.
IF FC_cell=30 OR FC_cell=45 FC_Phase=5.
EXECUTE.

Famine Early Warning Systems Network

replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==4
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==5
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==1
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==2
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==3
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==4
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==5
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==1
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==2
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==3
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==4
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==5
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==1
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==2
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==3
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==4
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==5
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==1
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==2
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==3
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==4
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==5
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==1
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==2
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==3
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==4
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==5
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==1
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==2
replace FC_cell
HS_IPC3==3
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= 14 if FCG==4 & rcsi_catIPC3==1 &
= 15 if FCG==4 & rcsi_catIPC3==1 &
= 16 if FCG==1 & rcsi_catIPC3==2 &
= 17 if FCG==1 & rcsi_catIPC3==2 &
= 18 if FCG==1 & rcsi_catIPC3==2 &
= 19 if FCG==1 & rcsi_catIPC3==2 &
= 20 if FCG==1 & rcsi_catIPC3==2 &
= 21 if FCG==3 & rcsi_catIPC3==2 &
= 22 if FCG==3 & rcsi_catIPC3==2 &
= 23 if FCG==3 & rcsi_catIPC3==2 &
= 24 if FCG==3 & rcsi_catIPC3==2 &
= 25 if FCG==3 & rcsi_catIPC3==2 &
= 26 if FCG==4 & rcsi_catIPC3==2 &
= 27 if FCG==4 & rcsi_catIPC3==2 &
= 28 if FCG==4 & rcsi_catIPC3==2 &
= 29 if FCG==4 & rcsi_catIPC3==2 &
= 30 if FCG==4 & rcsi_catIPC3==2 &
= 31 if FCG==1 & rcsi_catIPC3==3 &
= 32 if FCG==1 & rcsi_catIPC3==3 &
= 33 if FCG==1 & rcsi_catIPC3==3 &
= 34 if FCG==1 & rcsi_catIPC3==3 &
= 35 if FCG==1 & rcsi_catIPC3==3 &
= 36 if FCG==3 & rcsi_catIPC3==3 &
= 37 if FCG==3 & rcsi_catIPC3==3 &
= 38 if FCG==3 & rcsi_catIPC3==3 &
= 39 if FCG==3 & rcsi_catIPC3==3 &
= 40 if FCG==3 & rcsi_catIPC3==3 &
= 41 if FCG==4 & rcsi_catIPC3==3 &
= 42 if FCG==4 & rcsi_catIPC3==3 &
= 43 if FCG==4 & rcsi_catIPC3==3 &
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replace FC_cell = 44 if FCG==4 & rcsi_catIPC3==3 &
HS_IPC3==4
replace FC_cell = 45 if FCG==4 & rcsi_catIPC3==3 &
HS_IPC3==5
gen FC_Phase = .
label define FC_Phase 1 "Phase 1" 2 "Phase 2" 3 "Phase
3" 4 "Phase 4" 5 "Phase 5"
label values FC_Phase
replace FC_Phase = 1 if FC_cell ==1 | FC_cell ==6
replace FC_Phase = 2 if FC_cell ==2 | FC_cell ==3 |
FC_cell ==7 | FC_cell ==11 | FC_cell ==12 | FC_cell ==16
| FC_cell ==17 | FC_cell ==18 | FC_cell ==21 | FC_cell
==22 | FC_cell ==26 | FC_cell ==31 | FC_cell ==32 |
FC_cell ==36
replace FC_Phase = 3 if FC_cell ==4 | FC_cell ==5 |
FC_cell ==8 | FC_cell ==9 | FC_cell ==13 | FC_cell ==19 |
FC_cell ==20 | FC_cell ==23 | FC_cell ==24 | FC_cell ==27
| FC_cell ==28 | FC_cell ==33 | FC_cell ==34 | FC_cell
==37 | FC_cell ==38 | FC_cell ==41 | FC_cell ==42
replace FC_Phase = 4 if FC_cell ==10 | FC_cell ==14 |
FC_cell ==15 | FC_cell ==25 | FC_cell ==29 | FC_cell ==35
| FC_cell ==39 | FC_cell ==40 | FC_cell ==43 | FC_cell
==44
replace FC_Phase = 5 if FC_cell ==30 | FC_cell ==45
tab FC_Phase

Food Consumption/Livelihood Change Matrix and standard FEWS NET cell classification
IF FC_Phase=1 and LHCOPE=1 IPC_cell=1.
IF FC_Phase=2 and LHCOPE=1 IPC_cell=2.
IF FC_Phase=3 and LHCOPE=1 IPC_cell=3.
IF FC_Phase=4 and LHCOPE=1 IPC_cell=4.
IF FC_Phase=5 and LHCOPE=1 IPC_cell=5.
IF FC_Phase=1 and LHCOPE=2 IPC_cell=6.
IF FC_Phase=2 and LHCOPE=2 IPC_cell=7.
IF FC_Phase=3 and LHCOPE=2 IPC_cell=8.
IF FC_Phase=4 and LHCOPE=2 IPC_cell=9.
IF FC_Phase=5 and LHCOPE=2 IPC_cell=10.
IF FC_Phase=1 and LHCOPE=3 IPC_cell=11.
IF FC_Phase=2 and LHCOPE=3 IPC_cell=12.
IF FC_Phase=3 and LHCOPE=3 IPC_cell=13.
IF FC_Phase=4 and LHCOPE=3 IPC_cell=14.
IF FC_Phase=5 and LHCOPE=3 IPC_cell=15.
IF FC_Phase=1 and LHCOPE=4 IPC_cell=16.
IF FC_Phase=2 and LHCOPE=4 IPC_cell=17.
IF FC_Phase=3 and LHCOPE=4 IPC_cell=18.
IF FC_Phase=4 and LHCOPE=4 IPC_cell=19.
IF FC_Phase=5 and LHCOPE=4 IPC_cell=20.
IF FC_Phase=1 and LHCOPE=5 IPC_cell=21.
IF FC_Phase=2 and LHCOPE=5 IPC_cell=22.
IF FC_Phase=3 and LHCOPE=5 IPC_cell=23.
IF FC_Phase=4 and LHCOPE=5 IPC_cell=24.
IF FC_Phase=5 and LHCOPE=5 IPC_cell=25.
IF IPC_cell=1 OR IPC_cell=6 IPC_Phase=1.

Famine Early Warning Systems Network

gen IPC_cell = .
replace IPC_cell = 1 if FC_Phase==1 & LHCOPE==1
replace IPC_cell = 2 if FC_Phase==2 & LHCOPE==1
replace IPC_cell = 3 if FC_Phase==3 & LHCOPE==1
replace IPC_cell = 4 if FC_Phase==4 & LHCOPE==1
replace IPC_cell = 5 if FC_Phase==5 & LHCOPE==1
replace IPC_cell = 6 if FC_Phase==1 & LHCOPE==2
replace IPC_cell = 7 if FC_Phase==2 & LHCOPE==2
replace IPC_cell = 8 if FC_Phase==3 & LHCOPE==2
replace IPC_cell = 9 if FC_Phase==4 & LHCOPE==2
replace IPC_cell = 10 if FC_Phase==5 & LHCOPE==2
replace IPC_cell = 11 if FC_Phase==1 & LHCOPE==3
replace IPC_cell = 12 if FC_Phase==2 & LHCOPE==3
replace IPC_cell = 13 if FC_Phase==3 & LHCOPE==3
replace IPC_cell = 14 if FC_Phase==4 & LHCOPE==3
replace IPC_cell = 15 if FC_Phase==5 & LHCOPE==3
replace IPC_cell = 16 if FC_Phase==1 & LHCOPE==4
replace IPC_cell = 17 if FC_Phase==2 & LHCOPE==4
replace IPC_cell = 18 if FC_Phase==3 & LHCOPE==4
replace IPC_cell = 19 if FC_Phase==4 & LHCOPE==4
replace IPC_cell = 20 if FC_Phase==5 & LHCOPE==4
replace IPC_cell = 21 if FC_Phase==1 & LHCOPE==5
replace IPC_cell = 22 if FC_Phase==2 & LHCOPE==5
replace IPC_cell = 23 if FC_Phase==3 & LHCOPE==5
replace IPC_cell = 24 if FC_Phase==4 & LHCOPE==5
replace IPC_cell = 25 if FC_Phase==5 & LHCOPE==5
gen IPC_Phase = .
label define IPC_Phase 1 "Phase 1" 2 "Phase 2" 3 "Phase
3" 4 "Phase 4" 5 "Phase 5"
label values IPC_Phase
replace IPC_Phase = 1 if IPC_cell==1
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IF IPC_cell=2 OR IPC_cell=7 OR IPC_cell=11 IPC_Phase=2.
IF IPC_cell=3 OR IPC_cell=8 OR IPC_cell=12 OR IPC_cell=13 OR
IPC_cell=16 OR IPC_cell=17 OR IPC_cell=21 IPC_Phase=3.
IF IPC_cell=4 OR IPC_cell=9 OR IPC_cell=14 OR IPC_cell=18 OR
IPC_cell=19 OR IPC_cell=22 OR IPC_cell=23 OR IPC_cell=24
IPC_Phase=4.
IF IPC_cell=5 OR IPC_cell=10 OR IPC_cell=15 OR IPC_cell=20 OR
IPC_cell=25 IPC_Phase=5.
EXECUTE.
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replace IPC_Phase = 2 if IPC_cell==2 | IPC_cell==6 |
IPC_cell==7 | IPC_cell==11
replace IPC_Phase = 3 if IPC_cell==3 | if IPC_cell==8 | if
IPC_cell==12 | if IPC_cell==13 | if IPC_cell==16 | if
IPC_cell==17 | if IPC_cell==21
replace IPC_Phase = 4 if IPC_cell==4 | if IPC_cell==9 | if
IPC_cell==14 | if IPC_cell==18 | if IPC_cell==19 | if
IPC_cell==22 | if IPC_cell==23 | if IPC_cell==24
replace IPC_Phase = 5 if IPC_cell==5 | if IPC_cell==10 | if
IPC_cell==15 | if IPC_cell==20 | if IPC_cell==25
tab IPC_Phase

HFA equivalent to at least 25% of HH energy needs (Method A)

Example where M02 asked households whether they had received different types of humanitarian assistance. Selected
responses reflect food aid, cash and vouchers.
RECODE M02 (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,10=1) (ELSE=0) INTO HFA_recieved.
EXECUTE.

gen HFA_recieved = 0
replace HFA_recieved = 1 if M02==1 | M02==2 | M02==3
| M02==4 | M02==5 | M02==6 | M02==7 | M02==10

HFA equivalent to at least 25% of HH energy needs (Method B)

Example where FIS4 asked households about their main source of food in the past month. Response “9” was humanitarian
assistance.
IF FIS4=9 HFA_main=1.
RECODE HFA_main (Missing=0).
EXECUTE.

gen HFA_main = 0
replace HFA_main = 1 if FIS4==9

HFA equivalent to at least 25% of HH energy needs (Method C)

Example based on the standard Food Consumption Score module. Odd numbers variables (e.g., fc1) reflect the numbers of
days, in the last week, that a household member consumed the food item. Even numbers variables (e.g., fc2) reflect the
primary source of this food, with 8 reflecting HFA.
IF fc1 gt 4 AND fc2=8 sorghumHFA=1.
IF fc3 gt 4 AND fc4=8 maizeHFA=1.
IF fc5 gt 4 AND fc6=8 teffHFA=1.
IF fc7 gt 4 AND fc8=8 riceHFA=1.
IF fc9 gt 4 AND fc10=8 othcerealHFA=1.
RECODE sorghumHFA maizeHFA teffHFA riceHFA othcerealHFA
(MISSING=0).
COMPUTE cerealHFA=MAX(sorghumHFA, maizeHFA, teffHFA,
riceHFA, othcerealHFA).
EXECUTE.
IF fc13 gt 4 AND fc14=8 legumeHFA=1.
IF fc27 gt 4 AND fc28=8 oilHFA=1.
RECODE legumeHFA oilHFA (MISSING=0).

gen sorghumHFA = 0
replace sorghumHFA = 1 if fc1>4 & FC2=8
gen maizeHFA = 0
replace maizeHFA = 1 if fc3>4 & FC4=8
gen teffHFA = 0
replace teffHFA = 1 if fc5>4 & FC6=8
gen riceHFA = 0
replace riceHFA = 1 if fc7>4 & FC8=8
gen othcerealHFA = 0
replace othcerealHFA = 1 if fc9>4 & FC10=8
gen cerealHFA = 0
replace cerealHFA = 1 if sorghumHFA==1 | maizeHFA==1
| teffHFA==1 | riceHFA==1 | othcerealHFA==1

IF legumeHFA=1 AND oilHFA=1 oil_legHFA=1.
RECODE oil_legHFA (MISSING=0).
EXECUTE.

gen legumeHFA = 0
replace legumeHFA = 1 if fc13>4 & FC14==8
gen oilHFA = 0
replace oilHFA = 1 if fc27>4 & FC28==8

IF cerealHFA=1 OR oil_legHFA=1 foodfreqHFA=1.
RECODE foodfreqHFA (MISSING=0).
EXECUTE.

gen oil_legHFA = 0
replace oil_legHFA = 1 if legumeHFA==1 & oilHFA==1
gen foodfreqHFA = 0
replace foodfreqHFA
oil_legHFA==1

Famine Early Warning Systems Network

=

1

if

cerealHFA==1

|
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HFA equivalent to at least 25% of HH energy needs (Method D)

Example where M04, M05, and M06 reflect the kilograms of sorghum, lentils and oil, respectively, that were received by
households in the past 30 days.
***replace negative values with 0 and extreme positive values
with the median****

/***replace negative values with 0 and extreme positive
values with the median***/

RECODE M04 (MISSING=0) (200 thru highest=35) (ELSE=COPY)
INTO cerealHFA.

cerealHFA = M04
replace cerealHFA = 0 if M04==.
replace cerealHFA = 35 if M04>=200

RECODE M05 (MISSING=0) (lowest thru -1=0) (51 thru highest=4)
(ELSE=COPY) INTO pulseHFA.
RECODE M06 (MISSING=0) (lowest thru -1=0) (16 thru highest=3)
(ELSE=COPY) INTO oilHFA.
**Ration in this case was sorghum, lentils, and fortified oil. Caloric
values taken from WFP’s FAIS Food Composition Table**
COMPUTE cerealkcal=cerealHFA*3390.
COMPUTE pulsekcal=pulseHFA*3380.
COMPUTE oilkcal=oilHFA*9000.
EXECUTE.
COMPUTE hfakcal=cerealkcal+pulsekcal+oilkcal.
EXECUTE.
COMPUTE HFApc=hfakcal/B09L_HHsize/30.
COMPUTE kcalpct=HFApc/2100.
EXECUTE.
RECODE kcalpct (.25 thru highest=1) (ELSE=0) INTO kcal25.
EXECUTE.
COMPUTE IPC_nohfa=kcal25+IPC_Phase.
RECODE IPC_nohfa (6=5).
EXECUTE.

pulseHFA = M05
replace pulseHFA = 0 if M05==.
replace pulseHFA = 0 if M05<=0
replace pulseHFA = 4 if M05>=51
oilHFA = M06
replace oilHFA = 0 if M06==.
replace oilHFA = 0 if M06<=0
replace oilHFA = 3 if M06>=16
gen cerealkcal = cerealHFA*3390
gen pulsekcal = pulseHFA*3380
gen oilkcal = oilHFA*9000
gen hfakcal = cerealkcal + pulsekcal + oilkcal
gen HFApc = hfakcal/B09L_HHsize/30.
gen kcalpct = HFApc/2100.
gen kcal25 = 0
replace kcal25 = 1 if kcalpct>=0.25
gen IPC_nohfa = kcal25 + IPC_Phase
replace IPC_nohfa = 5 if IPC_nohfa==6

Acute food insecurity Phase classification is not driven by livelihood change
RECODE IPC_Cell (11,12,16,17,18,21,22,23=1) (ELSE=0) INTO
LCdriven.
EXECUTE.

gen LCdriven = 0
replace LCdriven = 1 if IPC_Cell==11 | IPC_Cell==12 |
IPC_Cell==16 | IPC_Cell==17 | IPC_Cell==18 |
IPC_Cell==21 | IPC_Cell==22 | IPC_Cell==23

IPC Phase classification in the absence of HFA
Method A
IF LCdriven=0 IPCNoHFA1=(HFA_main+IPC_Phase).
IF LCdriven=1 IPCNoHFA1=IPC_Phase.
RECODE IPCNoHFA1 (6=5).
EXECUTE.
Method B
IF LCdriven=0 IPCNoHFA2=(foodfreqHFA+IPC_Phase).
IF LCdriven=1 IPCNoHFA2=IPC_Phase.
RECODE IPCNoHFA2 (6=5).
EXECUTE.
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Method A
gen IPCNoHFA1 = .
replace IPCNoHFA1 = HFA_main + IPC_Phase if
LCdriven==0
replace IPCNoHFA1 = IPC_Phase if LCdriven = 1
replace IPCNoHFA1 = 5 if IPCNoHFA1==6
Method B
gen IPCNoHFA2 = .
replace IPCNoHFA2 = foodfreqHFA + IPC_Phase if
LCdriven==0
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Method C
IF LCdriven=0 IPCNoHFA3=(IPC_Phase_change+IPC_Phase).
IF LCdriven=1 IPCNoHFA3=IPC_Phase.
RECODE IPCNoHFA3 (6,7=5).
EXECUTE.
Method D
IF LCdriven=0 IPCNoHFA4=(AnyHA_noPSNP+IPC_Phase).
IF LCdriven=1 IPCNoHFA4=IPC_Phase.
RECODE IPCNoHFA4 (6,7=5).
EXECUTE.
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replace IPCNoHFA2 = IPC_Phase if LCdriven = 1
replace IPCNoHFA2 = 5 if IPCNoHFA2==6
Method C
gen IPCNoHFA3 = .
replace IPCNoHFA3 = IPC_Phase_change + IPC_Phase if
LCdriven==0
replace IPCNoHFA3 = IPC_Phase if LCdriven = 1
replace IPCNoHFA3 = 5 if IPCNoHFA3>=6
Method D
gen IPCNoHFA4 = .
replace IPCNoHFA4 = AnyHA_noPSNP + IPC_Phase if
LCdriven==0
replace IPCNoHFA4 = IPC_Phase if LCdriven = 1
replace IPCNoHFA4 = 5 if IPCNoHFA4>=6
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Annex 2: Matrix examples
FEWS NET standard matrix classifications
rCSI <4
rCSI 4-18
rCSI >18

FCS >35 or HDDS >4
1
2
3

FCS 21.5-35 or HDDS 3-4
4
5
6

FCS <21.5 or HDDS <3
7
8
9

HHS = 0
HHS = 1
HHS = 2-3
HHS = 4
HHS = 5-6

FCS >35 or HDDS >4
1
2
3
4
5

FCS 21.5-35 or HDDS 3-4
6
7
8
9
10

FCS <21.5 or HDDS <3
11
12
13
14
15

rCSI <4

rCSI 4-18

rCSI >18

FCS
>35

FCS
21.5-35

FCS
<21.5

FCS
>35

FCS
21.5-35

FCS
<21.5

FCS
>35

FCS
21.5-35

FCS
<21.5

HHS = 0

1

6

11

16

21

26

31

36

41

HHS = 1

2

7

12

17

22

27

32

37

42

HHS = 2-3

3

8

13

18

23

28

33

38

43

HHS = 4

4

9

14

19

24

29

34

39

44

HHS = 5-6

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

Famine Early Warning Systems Network
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